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This section describes variables.  It includes the following topics:

An overview of variables

The syntax rules for naming variables

Variable name-substitution rules

Variables by function

Assigning values to variables by using the assignment statement

For help in understanding syntax notation, see “Notation Conventions” at the
beginning of this manual.

Note This section does not discuss mapped data object (MDO) variables in detail.  These are discussed in the
NonStop NET/MASTER NCL Programmer’s Guide.

An Overview of
Variables

This subsection includes discussion of the following topics:

The variable character set

The maximum data length for a variable

The maximum variable name length

How variables store data

The Variable Character Set A variable is a lexical element that stores data that can change during the execution of
an NCL process.  You refer to a variable by an ampersand (&) followed by one or more
of the characters in Table 9-1.

Table 9-1.  Variable Characters

Character Name of Character You Can Use It in

A–Z, a–z Letters All variables, letters are case-insensitive.

0–9 Digits All variables, in restricted positions.

_ Underscore All variables.

@ At sign All variables.

# Number sign All variables.

$ Dollar sign All variables.

& Ampersand Complex and nested variables only.

. Period Stem and compound variables only.

( ) Parentheses Nested variables only.

{ } Braces All variables, in restricted positions.

This set of characters is the complete set of valid variable name characters.  Particular
variable types restrict the characters they allow and the position in which they allow
them; these restrictions are covered later in this section in “Variable Name Syntax.”
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The compiler delimits a variable by using a blank, a character that does not fall within
this set, or a mismatched closing parenthesis.  For an opening parenthesis to be present
as part of a variable name, it must be preceded by an ampersand (&).

The following example shows a variable that is delimited by a mismatched
parenthesis:

&a = (&b + &c) * &d

The closing parenthesis after &c is not part of the variable name;  it terminates the
parenthesized expression.

This differs in the following example in which the first closing parenthesis after &c is
part of the variable name because it matches an opening parenthesis:

&a = (&b + &(c)) * &d

The second closing parenthesis after the variable is not part of the variable name;  it
terminates the parenthesized expression.

Data Length NCL does not restrict the length of the data that a variable can store.  NonStop
NET/MASTER Management Services (MS), however, restricts the length of data to
32,000 bytes.

Name Length The maximum length of a variable name, after substitution processing and excluding
the leading ampersand, is 250 characters.

Data Storage Variables can hold string and/or numeric data.  Section 10, “Expressions and
Operators,” discusses the way in which variables hold data and how data is
automatically converted from one type to another.

Variable Name Syntax This subsection discusses the syntax of:

Simple variables

Complex variables

Stem variables

Compound variables

Nested variables

Simple Variables A simple variable provides direct access to data.  The general form of a simple variable
is the following:

&simple

Simple variable names can be any of the characters in Table 9-1 except the ampersand,
period, opening parenthesis, or closing parenthesis.
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Alphabetic characters in a simple variable name are case-insensitive.  The following
simple variable names are synonymous:

&simple_variable
&SIMPLE_VARIABLE
&SiMpLe_VaRiAbLe

Simple variables restrict the characters they allow in certain positions.  If the first
character after the ampersand is a digit, the remainder of the variable name must be
digits.  Here is an example of a simple variable name that is valid:

&123

Here is an example of a simple variable name that is invalid:

&123a

The simple variable name &A123A is valid because the first character after the
ampersand is not a digit.

A simple variable name can end with an unsigned number in the range 0 (zero)
through 999999, enclosed in braces ({ }), as in the following example:

&abc{123}

You use the braces as an index when you want to refer to repeated elements in a
mapped data object (MDO) variable.  The variable &$MSG.DISPLAY.PREFIX{3} shows
this and refers to the third occurrence of the PREFIX element in an MDO variable.

More examples of valid simple variable names are:

&1
&777
&A
&A12
&ABRACADABRA
&glblname
&LONG_VARIABLE_NAME
&simple
&SIMPLE{50}

Some examples of invalid simple variable names are listed in the following table:

Invalid Simple Variable Reason

&A&B Valid complex variable.

&A. Valid stem variable.

&A.B Valid compound variable.

&(AB) Valid nested variable.

&12A The first character after the ampersand is numeric, but not all characters
are numeric.

&x{1}y Braces must be at the end of the name.

&simple{z} Nonnumeric characters within the braces.

&simple{} Null between braces.
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If you refer to a simple variable that has not been assigned a value, NCL returns a null
value denoted by a pair of empty quotation marks (“”).

Complex Variables A complex variable is a variable that contains more than one ampersand.  Complex
variables provide the ability to indirectly access data.  The term “complex” is used to
describe variables whose names are not known directly.  The names must be obtained
by looking up other variables.  A complex variable is divided into segments; a segment
is the text between ampersands.

The general form of a complex variable is the following:

&complex[ curly-spec ]

complex
   [ nonnumeric-simple ][ &[ middle-segment ] ] …
     &last-segment

middle-segment:
   nonnumeric-simple
   numeric-simple suffix

last-segment:
   nonnumeric-simple
   numeric-simple[ suffix ]

curly-spec

must be one of the following, enclosed in braces ({ }):

An unsigned number in the range 0 (zero) through 999999.

A variable reference in which the variable contains an unsigned number in the
range 0 (zero) through 999999.

You use curly-spec as an index when you refer to repeated elements in an
MDO variable.

nonnumeric-simple

is a simple variable name that is not numeric (and, therefore, cannot start with a
digit).

numeric-simple

is a simple variable name that is numeric.

suffix

is a constant and can consist of any character in Table 9-1 except the ampersand,
period, opening parenthesis, closing parenthesis, opening brace, or closing brace.
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A suffix must start with a nonnumeric character and serves as a delimiter for a
variable name that is numeric.

Restrictions (Rules) for Using Complex Variables

The restrictions that complex variables place on the characters they allow in certain
positions are expressed in the following general rules:

The first simple variable name cannot be numeric; that is, it cannot start with a
digit.  It does not have a suffix.

The last simple variable name can be numeric; the suffix is optional.

If any other simple variable name is numeric—that is, other than the first or the
last—it must have a suffix.

An implication of these rules is that the characters between any two ampersands
cannot be all numeric.

Complex Variables and Associate Indexing

A complex variable, with associated indexing, has two parts; the second part is known
as the index.  The purpose of the associated index is to simulate arrays.  This type of
construction is shown in the next example:

&data&index

In this complex variable, the index part must represent characters that are valid in the
final simple variable name.  If, in the preceding example, &index had the value of an
exclamation mark (!), this would result in an illegal simple variable: &data!.  The
proper method of simulating an array using complex variables consists of assigning
successive ascending or descending values to the index part.  If you assign the values
1,2, …, n to the variable &index, you obtain the variables &data1, &data2, …, &datan,
which are valid simple variables.

If NCL resolves a complex variable to a simple variable that has not been assigned a
value, NCL returns a null value, denoted by a pair of empty quotation marks (“”).

Examples of Complex Variables

Some examples of valid complex variables are:

&&surname
&&&&&&&&&name
&a&b
&abc&&9a
&z1&1$z&x
&a&1b&2
&a&123e&c2
&a{&index}
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Some examples of invalid complex variables are:

Invalid Complex Variable Reason

&123&456a The first simple-name segment is numeric.

&1ab&c The first simple-name segment begins with a digit.

&a46&99&B The segment 99 is numeric.

Stem Variables A stem variable is a simple or complex variable that is terminated by a period (.).  The
general form of a stem variable is the following:

&stem.

stem

is either a simple or complex variable.  A stem variable can represent a set of
variables, or it can represent a single variable.

You access a subset of the variables through a compound variable name that begins
with the designated stem.  A stem variable contains the default value for all the
variables it represents.

For example, the following assignment statement assigns the initial value 0 (zero) to
every compound variable with the stem of &TOTAL.:

&TOTAL. = 0

The following table shows examples of valid stem variables:

Example Comment

&abc. Simple stem variable

&&xy&z. Complex stem variable

&SYS. SYS. is a reserved stem used for system variables

&glbl. Simple stem global variable

&glblabc. Simple stem global variable

&glbl&abc. Complex stem global variable

If you refer to a stem variable that has not been assigned a value, NCL returns a null
value denoted by a pair of empty quotation marks (“”).
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Compound Variables A compound variable is a variable that begins with a stem variable and contains
segments or substems between periods (.).  The general form of a compound variable
is the following:

&stem.substem[.[ substem ] ] …

substem is one of:
   [ prefix ][ curly-spec ]
   [ prefix ]&variable

stem

is either a simple or complex variable.

prefix

is a constant and can consist of any character in Table 9-1 except the ampersand,
period, opening parenthesis, closing parenthesis, opening brace, or closing brace.
A prefix can start with any character in its set.

curly-spec

must be one of the following, enclosed in parentheses ({ }):

An unsigned number in the range 0 (zero) through 999999.

A variable reference in which the variable contains an unsigned number in the
range 0 (zero) through 999999.

&variable

is a simple, complex, or nested variable reference.

You can use compound variables to simulate arrays with indexing, as in the following
example:

&data.&index

The presence of the period separating the two parts of the compound variable in the
previous example makes the index part (the second part after the period)
data-transparent.  The variable &index can represent any combination of characters.
This is in contrast to the index part of a complex variable, which when combined with
&data, must represent a valid, simple variable name.  See the previous discussion on
indexing with complex variables for related information.

To initialize the value of a compound variable, you assign a value to the stem.  If you
have not assigned a value to the stem, the value is null.  For example, if you initialize
&TOTAL. using the assignment statement &TOTAL=0, all variables under the stem
&TOTAL. take on the value of 0 (zero).  If you access the variable &TOTAL.WEEK
before you assign a value to this variable, NCL returns the value 0 (zero).
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The following are examples of compound variables (assume, in these examples, that
&I = 1 and &J = 2):

Example Comment

&A.1.5 A simple compound variable reference; no substitution is required.

&A.&I.&J A simple compound variable reference; after substitution, the name is
&A.1.2.

&A.&I.5 A simple compound variable reference; after substitution, the name is
&A.1.5.

&&X.&ABC&3.&D A complex compound variable reference.

Compound variables are also used as the access mechanism to Mapping Services.  For
more information on Mapping Services, refer to the NonStop NET/MASTER NCL
Programmer’s Guide.

Nested Variables A nested variable is a variable name introduced by an ampersand (&) and an opening
parenthesis ((), and terminated by a closing parenthesis ()).  The general form of a
nested variable is the following:

&(nest-name)

nest-name

is a complete variable reference and can include any variable type.

The opening parenthesis of a nested variable can be followed by an ampersand.  If the
opening parenthesis is followed by an ampersand, it can be followed by a variable
reference of any type.  Some examples are:

Example Comment

&(&123) &123 is a simple variable reference.

&(&a&b) &a&b is a complex variable reference.

&(&abc.) &abc. is a stem variable reference.

&(&A.&I.&J). &A.&I.&J is a complex compound variable reference.

&(&(&A)) &(&A) is a nested variable reference.

If the opening parenthesis is not followed by an ampersand, it can be followed by a
variable name of any type, except another nested variable.  Some examples are:

Example Comment

&(123) 123 is a simple variable name.

&(a&b) a&b is a complex variable name.

&(abc.) abc. is a stem variable name.

&(A.&I.&J). A.&I.&J is a complex compound variable name.
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In a complex variable name, a nested variable reference can be followed by a suffix
unless the nested variable reference is the first part of the complex name.  This rule is
identical to the one for numeric names in a complex variable.  The following example
is a valid complex variable:

&ABC&(123)&456F&G

The following example is an invalid variable because the nested reference comes first:

&(123)&456F&G

Nested variables allow stem and compound variables, including system variables, to
be nested within a complex compound or complex variable.  The following example
shows a compound variable that contains the system variable &SYS.USER.ID:

&FIRST_PART.&(SYS.USER.ID)

The following example shows a complex variable that contains the compound variable
NEXT.ONE:

&FIRST_ONE&(NEXT.ONE).LAST_ONE

Nested variables may themselves be nested.  NCL guarantees up to three levels of
nesting.  Further nesting levels depend on the complexity of the variables you want to
nest.  A compilation error results if the nesting level is exceeded.  The following
example shows a nested variable with three levels of nesting:

&ABC&(FIRST_PART&(MIDDLE_PART&(last_PART)SUFFIX1)SUFFIX2)

Nested variables are mainly used to incorporate compound variables into substitution
by explicitly delimiting a compound variable name with parentheses.

Nested variables eliminate the need to assign the value of the compound variable to a
temporary simple variable before incorporating the value into a variable name.  Here
is an example that shows you a nested variable that incorporates the system variable
&SYS.USER.ID as part of the name:

&X = &GLBL.&(SYS.USER.ID).XYZ

If you log on as NMTHY, &X takes the value of &GLBL.NMTHY.XYZ.

In addition, just as you can use simple or complex variables as part of a compound
variable, nested variables allow you to use a compound variable as part of a complex
variable.  For example, you do not have to use the following two assignment
statements to obtain the value of the value in &RECORD.FIELD.1:

&A = &RECORD.FIELD.1
&B = &&A

Instead, you can use the following single assignment statement to obtain the same
result:

&B = &&(RECORD.FIELD.1)
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Some examples of nested variables are:

Example Comment

&(A) This is the same as &A.

&(&A) This is similar to &&A.

&X.&(name).&number A nested compound variable reference.

&GLBL.&(SYS.USER.ID).XYZ A nested system variable.

Variable Name
Substitution

This subsection discusses how a variable name is constructed when parts of it are
unknown.  It begins by distinguishing between variable name substitution and the
process of determining the value of a variable.  It then discusses the following rules for
variable name substitution:

Simple variables

Complex variables

Stem variables

Compound variables

Nested variables

Substitution with braces ({ })

Substitution and
Determining the Value of a

Variable

Variable name substitution is the process of determining the final form of a variable
name.  The process involves replacing the parts of a variable name that are themselves
variable references with their values.  For example, the following complex nested
compound variable has two substems, &(BCD) and &D&E, that are unknown and
require variable substitution:

&A.&(BCD).&D&E.XYZ

Variable name substitution occurs only when there are multiple ampersands after the
leading ampersand in a variable name.  This is the only time that some part of a
variable name is unknown.  This means that no substitution is required to reference a
simple variable or a simple stem variable.

The number of references that are required to determine the final form of the name of
a variable is equal to the number of ampersands in the original variable name
(excluding the leading ampersand).  The final name of a variable of any type must be
less than or equal to 250 characters (excluding the initial ampersand).

Variable name substitution does not mean determining the value of the final variable.
This occurs after the final form of the name of a variable has been determined.
Whether it occurs depends on context.  Consider the following statement:

&A = &A + 1

The variable &A on the right side of the assignment statement is looked up to produce
a value.  After addition, the value is assigned to the variable &A on the left side of the
statement.  However, &A on the left side is not looked up to produce its value; rather,
its location is recalled so that a value can be assigned into it.
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Simple Variable
Substitution

There is no substitution required to reference a simple variable name.

Complex Variable
Substitution

Complex variable name substitution proceeds from right to left, as shown in the
following steps:

1. The final segment is analyzed from right to left:

a. If this segment has a trailing specification in braces ({ }), it is processed
according to the rules in “Substitution With Braces,” described later in this
section.

b. Any suffix is placed into the substitution buffer.

c. The last variable is looked up to obtain its value.

d. This value is prefixed to any content of the substitution buffer.

2. Any preceding middle segment is analyzed from right to left:

a. If this segment has a numeric simple variable name (which must always have
a suffix) or a nested variable reference (which may or may not have a suffix):

1) Any suffix is prefixed to the content of the substitution buffer.

2) The numeric simple variable or nested variable is looked up to obtain its
value.

3) This value is prefixed to the content of the substitution buffer.

b. If this segment has a simple variable name that is not numeric:

1) The simple variable name is prefixed to the content of the substitution
buffer.

2) The content of the substitution buffer is validated as a valid simple
variable name and is converted to uppercase.

3) The simple variable is looked up to obtain its value.  This value becomes
the content of the substitution buffer.

c. If the segment referred in Step 2b is empty:

1) The content of the substitution buffer is validated as a valid simple
variable name and is converted to uppercase.

2) The simple variable is looked up to obtain its value.  This value becomes
the content of the substitution buffer.

3. Processing continues with the next preceding middle segment, according to Step 2.
If there is no other middle segment, processing continues according to Step 4.

4. The first segment is analyzed from right to left:

a. If this segment has a simple variable name:

1) The simple variable name is prefixed to the content of the substitution
buffer.
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2) The content of the substitution buffer is validated as a valid simple
variable name and is converted to uppercase.

b. If this segment is empty, the content of the substitution buffer is validated as a
valid simple variable name and converted to uppercase.

Note The substitution buffer holds the variable name being constructed during substitution processing.

Note also that NCL uppercases all user-specified variable names during compilation.

The following table illustrates the mechanics of complex variable substitution on the
example variable &A&&B&1C&2D.  (For the values given in the table,
&A&&B&1C&2D evaluates to &AW).

Step Operation Result

1b. Place “D” into substitution buffer. D

1c. Look up “2.” For example, &2 has a value of z

1d. Prefix value into substitution buffer. zD

2a1). Prefix “C” into substitution buffer. CzD

2a2). Look up “1.” For example, &1 has a value of y

2a3). Prefix value into substitution buffer. yCzD

3. Get next segment.

2b1). Prefix “B” into substitution buffer. ByCzD

2b2). Validate content of substitution buffer as a
simple name.

BYCZD

2b3). Look up substitution buffer. For example, &BYCZD has a value of x

2b4). Place value into substitution buffer. x

3. Get next segment.

2c1). Validate content of substitution buffer as a
simple name.

X

2c2). Look up substitution buffer. For example, &X has a value of w

2c3). Place value into substitution buffer. w

4a1). Prefix “A” into substitution buffer. Aw

4a2). Validate substitution buffer as a simple name. AW

During processing, the content of the substitution buffer cannot exceed 250 characters.
The length of the final form of the variable name cannot exceed 250 characters.

When a complex variable is used as the target of an assignment, the last name derived
is used as the destination variable name.  The last reference to access the value of the
variable (representing the leading ampersand) is not performed.
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Stem Variable Substitution If a stem variable is referred to through a simple variable name, no substitution is
required.

If a stem variable is referred to through a complex variable name, the period (.) is
placed into the substitution buffer and the rest of the variable is processed according to
the substitution rules described in “Complex Variable Substitution.”

Compound Variable
Substitution

Compound variable name substitution proceeds from right to left, as shown in the
following steps:

1. The current (final or middle) substem is analyzed from right to left:

a. If the substem is a constant, it is prefixed to any value in the substitution
buffer.

b. If the substem is not a constant:

1) The trailing variable reference is looked up according to the substitution
rules for simple, complex, or nested variable names.

2) This value is prefixed to the content of the substitution buffer.

3) Any constant prefix is prefixed to the content of the substitution buffer.

2. Look for the next substem.

a. If there is another preceding substem:

1) The period (.) preceding the substem being processed is prefixed to the
content of the substitution buffer.

2) Processing continues with the next preceding substem, according to
Step 1.

b. If there is no other preceding substem, processing continues according to
Step 3.

3. The stem is analyzed from right to left:

a. If the stem is a constant, it is prefixed to the value in the substitution buffer.

b. If the stem is a simple variable name, it is prefixed to the content of the
substitution buffer.

c. If the stem is a complex variable name, it is processed according to the
substitution rules described in “Complex Variable Substitution.”

d. The stem is validated as a simple variable name and converted to uppercase.

No validation is performed on the resulting final value of any substem after
substitution processing of the substem.  This means that:

Uppercase and lowercase letters are case-sensitive if they are substituted in.

Any characters can be substituted, including unprintable characters.

Leading and trailing blanks are significant.
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This means that the resulting value of any substem, after substitution processing, can
be any arbitrary data.

Note The substitution buffer holds the variable name being constructed during substitution processing.

Note also that NCL changes all user-specified variable names to uppercase during compilation.

The following table illustrates the mechanics of compound variable substitution on the
example variable &X.&Y.&A&&B&1C&2D.Z.  (The substem &A&&B&1C&2D is
identical to the complex variable analyzed in “Complex Variable Substitution”
described earlier in this section.)

Step Operation

1a. Prefix “Z” into substitution buffer.

2a1). Prefix period (.) into substitution buffer.

2a2). Get next substem.

1b1). Use substitution rules in “Complex Variable Substitution” to analyze substem
&A&&B&1C&2D.

1b. Place “D” into temporary buffer.

1c. Look up “2.”

1d. Prefix value into buffer.

2a1). Prefix “C” into buffer.

2a2). Look up “1.”

2a3). Prefix value into buffer.

3. Get next segment.

2b1). Prefix “B” into buffer.

2b2). Validate content of buffer as a simple name and convert to uppercase.

2b3). Look up the variable in the buffer.

2b4). Place value into buffer.

3. Get next segment.

2c1). Validate content of buffer as a simple name and convert to uppercase.

2c2). Look up the variable in the buffer.

2c3). Place value into buffer.

4a1). Prefix “A” into buffer.

4a2). Validate content of buffer as a simple name and convert to uppercase.

Look up the variable in the buffer.

1b2). Prefix value into substitution buffer.

2a1). Prefix period (.) into substitution buffer.

2a2). Get next substem.

1b1). Look up “Y”.

1b2). Prefix value into substitution buffer.

2b. Get stem.

3b. Prefix “X” into substitution buffer.
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The name length of any substem generated at any step cannot exceed 250 characters.
The final length of the compound variable name after all processing cannot exceed 250
characters (excluding the initial variable designator).

After substitution, the entire compound variable name is looked up in the following
way:

1. If an exact match is found, the value is returned.

2. If an exact name is not found, only the stem is looked up.  If this stem exists, the
associated default value is returned.

3. If the stem does not exist, the null value is returned.

Nested Variable
Substitution

Nested variable name substitution proceeds from right to left, according to the
substitution rules for simple, complex, stem, or compound variable names.
Furthermore, if nest-name starts with an ampersand, the value of nest-name is
looked up.  For example:

&(A) evaluates to &A.

&(&A) evaluates to &NAME if &A has a value of NAME.

Substitution With Braces Substitution with braces proceeds according to the following rules:

1. If the specification within the braces ({ }) is a constant:

a. The constant is checked to ensure that it is an unsigned number in the range 0
(zero) through 999999.

b. curly-spec becomes part of the variable name and is placed in the
substitution buffer.

2. If the specification within the braces ({ }) is not a constant:

a. The variable is processed according to the appropriate substitution rules and
the value looked up.

b. The resulting value is checked to ensure that it is an unsigned number in the
range 0 (zero) through 999999.

c. curly-spec becomes part of the variable name and is placed in the
substitution buffer.

Specifications within braces are always the trailing part of a variable or a substem.
Since variable name substitution proceeds from right to left, these specifications are
normally processed first.  The rest of the variable is processed according to the rules
for its type.
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Variables Classified by
Function

This subsection discusses variables from the perspective of the function they perform.
It includes the following topics:

System variables

Global variables

User variables

Parameters

System Variables System variables provide access to NonStop NET/MASTER MS system-related
information.  All system variables are individually listed and defined in Section 5,
“System Variables.”

A system variable begins with the reserved SYS. stem.  You cannot create new
variables that begin with the SYS. stem.  This stem is reserved for pre-existing
variables that are supplied with NonStop NET/MASTER MS.

The scope of a system variable depends on the particular variable.  Some system
variables are visible throughout NonStop NET/MASTER MS:  for example,
&SYS.DOMAIN.ID.  Some are local to an NCL process:  for example, &SYS.NCLID.
Some are local to the current procedure or function:  for example,
&SYS.ERROR.RESUMEOK.

System variables cannot be shared between one NCL procedure or function and
another.  A reference to an undefined system variable name causes either a
compilation error if %%OPTIONS NODEFER (the default) is in effect, or a run-time
error if %%OPTIONS DEFER is in effect.

You can obtain the value of a system variable from an NCL procedure in the same way
that you can obtain the value of any other variable.  Most system variables are
protected from update.  Some system variables permit an update.

Table 9-2 lists system variables that you can update.  As with other variables, you use
the assignment statement to update these system variables.  You cannot use the
ASSIGN verb to assign values to system variables.  If you attempt to assign a value to
a defined system variable that is protected from update, you receive a compilation
error if the system variable does not require substitution to resolve its name, or a
run-time error if it does.

Table 9-2.  System Variables That You Can Update

Variable Meaning

&SYS.LOOPCTL Returns the current setting of the automatic loop control counter

&SYS.PANEL.FLD Returns the name of the variable associated with the field in error

&SYS.PANEL.SKIP Returns the next panel skip level

&SYS.RETCODE Returns the current system return code or sets a new return code value
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The following example assigns a value to the &SYS.RETCODE system variable:

&SYS.RETCODE = 55

Global Variables A global variable begins with GLBL.  Global variables are stored in global memory
and are visible throughout NonStop NET/MASTER MS.  They can be accessed by any
NCL process and used for communication between NCL processes.

Any type of variable can be a global variable because any type of variable can begin
with GLBL.  The following are examples of global variables:

Variable Name Variable Type

&GLBLXYZ Global simple variable

&GLBL&X&Y&Z Global complex variable

&GLBL. Global stem variable

&GLBLXYZ. Global stem variable

&GLBLABC.X.99.Z Global compound variable

&(GLBLXYZ) Nested global variable

Global variables are created and deleted using assignment statement.  Global variables
cannot:

Be shared

Have panel attributes

Be used as the input field of a panel

Note It is recommended that you restrict your use of global variables.  Excessive use of global variables can
impede the performance of NonStop NET/MASTER MS.

User Variables A user variable is any variable created by an NCL procedure or function.  It can hold a
value of any type:  string or numeric.  It exists either for the duration of the procedure
or function, or for the duration of the NCL process in which the procedure or function
belongs.  User variables are local to the procedure or function they are in.  They can be
shared with other procedures or functions.

A user variable is automatically created when a value is assigned to a variable and the
variable does not exist.  It is created from an explicit assignment statement, by the
ASSIGN verb, or when a new variable is referred to in any other NCL statement.

You can delete a user variable within a procedure or function by assigning a null value
to it.  If you refer to a user variable that does not exist, NCL returns a null value.

Parameter Variables A parameter variable, or parameter, is a special type of user variable.  Parameters are
user variables from &1 through &n, in which n is a positive integer.  They are created
by NCL to hold parameters passed to a procedure when a procedure is called.
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Parameters are positional.  If passed, &1 is the first parameter created to hold the first
parameter passed to an NCL procedure when it is called, &2 is second, &3 is third, and
so on.  This means that parameters must be passed to an NCL procedure in the order
in which the procedure expects to receive them.

A parameter count is kept in the system variable &SYS.PARMCNT.  If a procedure is
invoked by the START or EXEC command and parameters are passed to it, the
complete parameter string is available in the system variable &SYS.ALLPARMS.

Assigning Values to
Variables

You can use the assignment core statement to explicitly assign a single value to a
single variable.  The syntax of the assignment core statement is:

variable = expression

If variable contains more than one ampersand, NCL uses variable substitution to
determine the final form of the variable name before assignment.  The following table
lists examples of variable assignment:

What You Type Meaning

&A = &B Assigns the value of &B on the right side of the equal sign (=) to the
variable &A on the left side of the equal sign (=).

&a = &a + 1 Assigns the value of (&a + 1) to &a.

&A = 10 Assigns the value of 10 to &A.

&abc = 123 + 456 Assigns the value of 579 to &abc.

&TOTAL. = 0 Assigns the initial value of 0 to every compound variable with the
stem of &TOTAL.

&month = january Assigns the value of “january” to &month.

&&Z = &SYS.USER.ID After complex variable name substitution, assigns the value of
&SYS.USER.ID to the final form of the variable name on the left
side of the equal sign (=).

&TEXT = &$EMS.TEXT Assigns the value of &$EMS.TEXT to &TEXT.

&a = Assigns a null value to &a.

The ASSIGN verb is used to manipulate and assign values to multiple variables.
Using keywords is a major topic of Section 11, “Verb Syntax and Variable Access
Methods.”  The ASSIGN verb is introduced in Section 3, “Verbs,” and is discussed in
Section 11.  See also the assignment core statement in Section 2, “Core Statements.”


